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Abstract. In several animal species, an alarm call (e.g. ABC notes in the Japanese great tit) can be immediately followed by a recruitment call (e.g. D notes) to yield a complex call that triggers a third behavior, namely mobbing. This has been taken to be an argument for animal syntax and compositionality (= the property by which the meaning of a complex expression depends on the meaning of its parts and the way they are put together). Several additional discoveries were made across species. First, in some cases, animals respond with mobbing to the order alarm–recruitment but not to the order recruitment–alarm. Second, animals sometimes respond similarly to functionally analogous heterospecific calls they have never heard before, and/or to artificial hybrid sequences made of conspecific and heterospecific calls in the same order, thus adding an argument for the productivity of the relevant rules. We consider the details of these arguments for animal syntax and compositionality and argue that, with one important exception (Japanese tit ABC-D sequences), they currently remain ambiguous: there are reasonable alternatives on which each call is a separate utterance and is interpreted as such (trivial compositionality'). More generally, we propose that future studies should argue for animal syntax and compositionality by explicitly pitting the target theory against two deflationary analyses: the 'only one expression' hypothesis posits that there is no combination in the first place, e.g. just a simplex ABCD call; while the 'separate utterances' hypothesis posits that there are separate expressions (e.g. ABC and D), but that they form separate utterances and are neither syntactically nor semantically combined.
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I. Introduction

I.1 Animal linguistics

Four main questions have been raised in recent studies of animal calls (similar questions extend to gestures, but we will restrict attention to calls):
1. What is the inventory and meaning of individual calls?
2. Are there rules of syntactic combination besides the juxtaposition of independent calls?
3. Are there rules of semantic composition besides the juxtaposition of independent calls? In particular, are there animal instances of 'compositionality', the principle by which the meaning of a complex expression is derived from the meaning of its parts and the way they are put together?
4. Are there pragmatic rules of competition among calls? In particular, do some animals go by the 'Informativity Principle', according to which a more informative call should be preferred to a less informative one when both can be used truly?

To avoid ambiguity, it might be useful to define at the outset some of the key linguistic terms, namely syntax, semantics and pragmatics. Replacing 'word' with 'call', the definitions are applicable to animal linguistics (see Berthet et al. 2022 for a further introduction for biologists).

Syntax is the set of rules that determine which sequences of words are well-formed and which are not. For instance, Robin loves Casey is well-formed, Loves Robin Casey is not.

Semantics is the set of rules that determine the meaning of individual words, and of sequences of words combined by a syntactic rule. Meaning is usually analyzed in terms of the situations a word or sequence of words is true of.

Pragmatics is the set of rules, usually derived from optimal language use, that help choose among words or sentences when several are applicable (true). Thus, I'll invite Ann or Bill is semantically true but pragmatically deviant when I know that I'll invite Ann and Bill. The reason is that the latter sentence is more informative and should thus be preferred ('Informativity Principle').

Importantly, the division between syntax, semantics and pragmatics is in part a theoretical affair. In Campbell's monkeys, the non-predation call boom is usually restricted to sequence-initial positions. This restriction can be viewed as a syntactic rule (Zuberbühler 2002), but the argument in favor of a syntactic rule disappears if there are other constraints that impose this ordering. Due to its production, boom requires that an air sac be filled, which might take time and energy; doing so might conceivably...
be impossible within a sequence, in which case the sentence-initial restriction has a non-syntactic source (here: a production-related constraint; see Schlenker et al. 2016c [fn 5] for relevant speculations). Similarly, pyow-hack sequences in Putty-nosed monkeys come with a specific order (a small number of pyows followed by a small number of hacks), and the sequence is associated with a particular function, involving group movement. The ordering restriction might result from a syntactic rule (Arnold & Zuberbühler 2012, Miyagawa & Clarke 2019). But an alternative is that the ordering is due to a pragmatic principle, called the 'Urgency Principle' in Schlenker et al. 2016a (in brief, it mandates that calls that provide information about the nature/location of a threat should come before calls that don’t; see Appendix A1). Several studies coming out of collaborations between formal linguists and primatologists have focused on the meaning of individual calls and rules of pragmatic competition among calls, i.e. points 1. and 4. above (e.g. Schlenker et al. 2016c,d; see Appendix A2). They have mostly given a deflationary answer to questions of syntactic combination and of semantic composition: in the relevant case studies, no non-trivial syntactic or semantic rules were posited; one notable exception, to which we return below, pertains to the suffix -oo in Campbell's monkeys, which was taken to be both morphosyntactically and semantically constrained.

The message that came out of these studies was that animal linguistics has little in common with human language, and should be studied in its own right rather than by comparison with human language (this view is also developed in Schlenker et al. (2022)). But if this is so, why should specialists of animal communication expect anything of collaborations with linguists? For two reasons, highlighted in Schlenker et al. 2016c. First, using general tools of formal language theory (rather than specific tools of human linguistics) makes it possible to specify explicit and predictive models of animal communication. Second, a fundamental but very subtle issue arises in animal and human communication alike; it pertains to the division of labor between the literal meaning of words/calls, additional information due to knowledge of the environment, and rules of competition among words/calls. Linguistic expertise has a clear role to play in delineating these modules.

The deflationary view of primate syntax and compositionality might have come as a disappointment if animal linguistics is to offer an explanation of how human language came to emerge, as syntax and compositionality are two of its most remarkable hallmarks. But birds seem to have provided a new argument for animal syntax and compositionality (points 2. and 3. above). In several species, researchers have noticed that an alarm call (e.g. ABC notes in the Japanese tit) can be followed by a recruitment call (e.g. D notes) to yield a sequence with an apparently new meaning, one that triggers mobbing (Engesser, Ridley & Townsend, 2016, Suzuki, Wheatcroft & Griesser, 2016, Dutour et al., 2019a, Salis et al., 2021a,). This has been taken as an argument for bird syntax and compositionality.

Several additional discoveries were made. First, in some cases, animals respond with mobbing to the order alarm–recruitment but not to the order recruitment–alarm (Suzuki, Wheatcroft & Griesser, 2017, Salis, Léna & Lengagne, 2021a, Dutour, Lengagne & Léna, 2019a, Dutour Suzuki & Wheatcroft, 2020; but see Engesser et al., 2020). Second, animals sometimes respond to functionally and structurally analogous heterospecific calls they have never heard before (Dutour, Léna & Lengagne, 2017), and/or to artificial hybrids of conspecific and heterospecific calls in the same order (Dutour et al., 2020), thus adding an argument for the productivity of the relevant compositional rules.

To assess these arguments, we offer a systematic method to argue for or against animal syntax and compositionality (a summary of key arguments in each case study is offered at the end of this piece, in (27)). Applied to the cases above, the conclusion will be that, with one important exception (the ABC-D sequences of Japanese tits), there are reasonable deflationary alternatives on which each call is a separate utterance, and sequences of calls are interpreted one at a time (‘trivial compositionality’).

Concretely, we propose to systematically pit each claim about syntax and compositionality against two alternative theories (here too, summary recommendations will be offered at the end of this piece, in (28)). Consider a claim that two calls C1–C2 are combined by a syntactic rule and interpreted by a compositional rule, a rich theory we summarize in (1) below (see Appendix A3).

(1) Rich theory
a. Syntactic claim: two calls C1–C2 are combined by a syntactic rule.
b. Semantic claim: two calls C1–C2 are interpreted by a compositional rule, i.e. one on which the meaning of the whole is determined by the meaning of its parts and the way they are put together.
The first deflationary theory, which we call 'Only one expression' in (2) below, denies that there are two calls in the first place, and thus no syntactic combination is needed (= (2)a), and no compositional rule either (= (2)b), as the single call C1C2 gets its meaning independently of the meanings of C1 and C2. In other words, although C1C2 has an acoustic structure that is similar to the concatenation of C1 and C2, it is not made of two calls and its meaning is not compositional (i.e. the animals need to learn the meaning of C1, C2 and C1C2 separately).

(2) **Deflationary theory 1**: 'Only one expression'
   a. Syntactic status: There is no need for a syntactic rule because there is a single call C1C2, which is only
      acoustically complex.
   b. Semantic status: There is no need for a semantic rule because there is a single call C1C2, which is only
      acoustically complex.

The second deflationary theory, called 'Separate utterances' in (3), grants that there are two calls but claims that they are separate utterances emitted in close succession (without forming a complex call). As a result, no syntactic rule is needed to combine them (= (3)a), as they are produced independently. And no semantic rule is needed either (= (3)b): it is a given that if an animal hears and understands a call C1 and then a call C2 at a later time (even as much as 5 minutes later), memory permitting, the animal's final information state will result from the (conjunctive) sum of the information of C1 and that of C2. If this is all that is going on, C1 and C2 function as separate utterances, and no compositional rule is needed to combine their meanings. On the semantic side, 'Separate utterances' has been called 'Trivial compositionality' in the literature (in this piece, we will use 'compositionality' to mean 'non-trivial compositionality', in line with the literature; see Appendix A4).

(3) **Deflationary theory 2**: 'Separate utterances' (also called 'trivial compositionality' in the literature)
   a. Syntactic status: There is no need for a syntactic rule because although there are two calls, they are
      separate utterances.
   b. Semantic status: There is no need for a semantic rule because although there are two calls, they are
      separate utterances.

It might be worth explaining further why 'separate utterances' (i.e. 'trivial compositionality') requires no syntax and no compositional semantics. Suppose Ann and Bill just entered my apartment and Ann tells me *It's hot outside* while Bill tells me *It's humid outside*. These are clearly separate utterances since they are produced by different individuals, and they are neither syntactically nor semantically combined. But I have no trouble aggregating the information they provide: my final information state will be one according to which it's both hot and humid outside. The situation does not change if Ann is the only speaker and first says *It's hot (outside)* and then *It's humid (outside)*: these are separate utterances that do not require a syntactic or a semantic rule to be combined (although each involves sentence-internal rules of English syntax and semantics). Of course, the meaning of Ann's two-sentence discourse is derived from the meaning of its sentential parts, and hence it is 'compositional', but in a trivial fashion as these parts can be treated as separate utterances: no syntactic or semantic rules are needed to account for the combination (see Appendix A5).

### 1.2 Bolhuis et al.'s critique

Bolhuis et al. 2018a,b expressed towards animal syntax and compositionality a skepticism that is close to ours, but with different arguments and motivations.

First, Bolhuis et al. wished to highlight differences between *ABC-D*-type data and syntax and compositionality in *human language*. We adopt instead the perspective of Schlenker et al. 2016c,d, and ask whether, irrespective of any differences with human language, *ABC-D*-type data display an argument for *some* kind of syntax and compositionality. The difference can be illustrated with a very simple mathematical example. One can define the set of natural numbers as the expressions {0, s0, ss0, sss0, …}, where 0 represents the number zero, and sx is intended to represent x+1 (also called the 'successor' of the number x, hence the choice of symbols). This set of expressions clearly has a syntax; for instance, s0 is well-formed but 0s isn't. This syntax can be defined by way of just two rules, stated in (4). In this way, we define as well-formed 0, then s0, then ss0, etc. It is clear that this syntax has little to do with the syntax of human language, but it is a syntax nonetheless.
(4) Syntax
   (i) $\theta$ is a well-formed expression
   (ii) if $E$ is a well-formed expression, $sE$ is a well-formed expression

   This syntax can be associated with an equally simple compositional semantics, made again of just two rules (corresponding to the two syntactic rules):

(5) Compositional semantics
   (i) The expression $\theta$ denotes the number zero.
   (ii) For any well-formed expression $E$, $sE$ denotes what $E$ denotes plus one.

This semantics too has little to do with human language, but it is a compositional semantics nonetheless. In other words, questions of syntax and compositionality can be asked irrespective of the vast differences there are between animal and human languages—and these are interesting questions.

The second difference between Bolhuis et al.'s contribution and ours is that we seek to propose a simple way of arguing for syntax and compositionality: not just by listing criteria (often an arduous task), but by pitting the 'syntax' and 'compositionality' claims against explicit deflationary alternatives, 'only one expression' and 'separate utterances'; our hope is that this will help clarify future debates (see Appendix A6).

1.3 Structure

The rest of this piece is organized as follows. We illustrate the main notions with some of the simplest possible examples of (morpho-)syntactic combination and semantic composition in humans and in monkeys (Section II). We then discuss in turn three cases of alarm–recruitment combinations, in the Japanese tit (Section III), in the Southern pied-babbler (Section IV), and in the Great tit (Section V), pitting claims of syntax and compositionality against our two deflationary hypotheses. While very recent results on the Japanese tit make a strong case for morphosyntax and compositionality, the other findings are fascinating but remain ambiguous in demonstrating syntax and compositionality, in large part because the 'separate utterances' theory has not been refuted.

II. Morphosyntax and compositionality in two suffixes: English -ish and Campbell's -oo

In human language, syntax broadly construed pertains to the rules by which expressions are put together to form new expressions. But it comes in two varieties. Syntax proper could also be called 'word-external syntax', and it pertains to the ways words can be put together to form phrases and sentences. But words are themselves composed by way of rules, which are the domain of 'morphology'. The reason for the distinction is that the rules look different when it comes to building words and phrases (but see for instance Embick and Noyer 2012 for attempts to unify morphological and syntactic rules). From the verb inform one can construct the adjective informative, and from that the noun informativity, a term that was used above ('Informativity Principle'); the rules of combination are, at least superficially, different from those used in word-external syntax, for instance to form Robin loves Campbell's -oo from the words {Robin, loves, Campbell's-oo}. We may thus call morphology 'word-internal syntax'. We will follow linguistic usage in talking of 'morphosyntax' when we wish to encompass both morphological and syntactic rules.

While word-external syntax superficially has a counterpart in the sophisticated songs of birds (e.g. Berwick et al. 2011 for a review), the analogy is only partial: unlike sentences, bird songs do not currently appear to have a meaning derived from that of their parts, and unlike alarm calls, they might not have any meaning at all besides their ability to mark territory and/or advertise the singer's quality (Brémond, 1968; Marler, 1998, Collier et al., 2014). By contrast, animal calls, be it in birds or in mammals, have a meaning and possibly a pragmatics (Schlenker et al. 2016c), but usually no syntax to speak of. There is one case of call-internal syntax which is arguably different, however: the suffix -oo in Campbell's monkeys. Before we lay out the logic of the argument (as well as its weaknesses), we'll start by illustrating the main notions on the example of the suffix -ish in English.
II.1 Arguments for morphosyntax and compositionality in English: -ish

A distant analogy to Campbell's -oo is the English suffix -ish as it applies to blue and green to form blueish and greenish; further examples could easily be summoned, for instance -like as in green-like. -ish has two properties that will prove crucial in our discussion: it is governed by rules of word-internal syntax, i.e. morphology; and it modifies meaning by a compositional rule (see Appendix A7). These points are summarized in (6).

(6) a. Morphosyntax of -ish
   For any adjective A, A-ish is an adjective (by contrast, ish-A isn't).
   b. Semantics of -ish
   For any adjective A, A-ish holds true of things that are kind of A.

   The argument for the existence of a morphosyntactic rule is summarized in (7). As stated above, there are two deflationary theories to consider. The first ('only one expression') is that blueish is only accidentally acoustically made of blue+ish, just like the adjective irate is accidentally made of I+rate: irate has nothing to do with the first person, nor with any kind of rating. On this theory, one might for instance posit that it is for historical reasons that blueish contains the word blue, but that cognitively blueish is not decomposable into further meaningful units and is thus a single expression. The second deflationary theory ('separate utterances') is that no combinatorial rule is needed because each component, blue and ish, forms a separate utterance. This is implausible for blueish (and even more so for blue-like; see again Appendix A7), but in the animal discussions below it will be a live contender. To put things differently, the first deflationary theory denies that there are two separate expressions to combine in the first place, while the second deflationary theory grants that there are two expressions, but denies that rules are needed to combine them because they form separate utterances.

(7) -ish is added to words by a (word-internal) syntactic rule:
   for any adjective A, A-ish is an adjective

   Deflationary Theory 1—'Only one expression': blueish is a word that is only accidentally pronounced with blue in it.
   Counterargument 1: Pattern: greenish patterns like blueish, and so does yellowish.
   Counterargument 2: Productivity: -ish can be added to a new adjective that one has never heard before, e.g. alt-right, or the invented adjective woF.

   Deflationary Theory 2—'Separate utterances': blue is a separate utterance, ish is a separate utterance.
   (Implausible in English, as blue and -ish cannot be used as separate utterances.)

   One weak argument ('Pattern') against the 'only one expression' view is that the same pattern is found in further adjectives, such as greenish and yellowish. In other words, if the presence of blue in blueish is an accident, the same accident must be responsible for greenish and yellowish. This is a weak argument because the same accident could in principle arise several times (in addition, what is an accident in the speaker's or caller's mind could be explained by an historical or evolutionary process which, in view of general laws, led two separate words or calls to become merged at some point). The strong argument ('Productivity') is that speakers of English can add -ish to words they are hearing for the first time—for instance someone who hears that Ann is alt-right will have no trouble inferring that one can also say that Bill is alt-rightish, and similarly for woF and worious (where woF is an invented adjective).

   The existence of a (word-internal) syntactic rule pertains to form alone, but it has a counterpart on the meaning side. Specifically, the meaning of blueish is computed from the meaning of its parts in accordance with the rule in (8), an example of compositionality. Here too, there are two deflationary semantic theories to consider: one denies that there are two meanings in the first place; the other grants that there are two meanings, but denies that they are integrated by a semantic rule as they correspond to separate utterances.

(8) -ish modifies the meaning of adjectives by a (compositional) semantic rule:
   for any adjective A, A-ish holds true of things that are kind of A.

   Deflationary Theory 1—'Only one expression': the meaning of blueish is memorised.
Counterargument 1: Pattern: the meaning of *greenish* relates to the meaning of *green* as the meaning of *blueish* relates to the meaning of *blue*.
Counterargument 2: Productivity: one may understand the meaning of a new expression *Xish* as soon as one understands *X*, e.g. *alt-rightish*.

**Deflationary Theory 2**—‘Separate utterances’: *blue* is a separate utterance, *ish* is a separate utterance, and the meaning of *blueish* is not the result of a compositional rule.
(Implausible in English, as *blue* and *ish* cannot be used as separate utterances.)

The semantic argument against the ‘only one expression’ view is that the way the meaning of *blueish* is derived from the meaning of *blue* and the meaning of -*ish* corresponds to a productive pattern; in particular, anyone who understands the meaning of *alt-right* understands the meaning of *alt-rightish*.

What about the ‘separate utterances’ view? To clarify the conceptual issue, it's worth giving it a chance, and imagining (fancifully) that we've only heard people exclaiming *Blue!* when watching blue things, and exclaiming *Blueish!* when watching things that are kind of blue. We could still argue against the ‘separate utterances’ view in two ways. First, although now *Blue!* is a separate utterance, *Ish*! isn't. Second, even if the latter were (as in some non-standard uses described in McCulloch 2014), a situation that satisfies both *Blue* and *Ish* should in particular satisfy *Blue*. But this predicts that when *Blueish!* is true, so is *Blue*; and this is not the case. These arguments are summarized in (9).

(9) Arguments against Deflationary Theory 2—‘Separate utterances’
in the imaginary situation in which one has heard people exclaiming *Blue!* when watching blue things, and exclaiming *Blueish!* when watching things that are kind of blue
Argument 1: *Ish* is not heard on its own.
Argument 2: If *Blue* and *Ish* were separate utterances, a situation that satisfies both should in particular satisfy *Blue*. But this is not so: *blueish* things need not be blue.

**II.2 Arguments for animal morphosyntax and compositionality: -oo**

It was argued in Schlenker et al. 2014, 2016c that Campbell's monkeys have a suffix -*oo* which (i) is morphosyntactically attached to two calls, *krak* and *hok*, and (ii) modifies their meaning by way of a compositional rule. Schlenker et al. 2014 consider two theories of the meaning of -*oo*, and for simplicity we will only discuss the second and final one, disregarding various details.

Considering data from two sites, the Tai forest in Ivory Coast and Tiwai island in Sierra Leone, the authors propose the stylized generalizations in (10). They explain them by way of the morphosyntactic and semantic rules in (11).

(10) a. Calls found: *boom, krak, hok, krak-oo, hok-oo*.  
   b. Call meaning (according to the final analysis only):  
   *boom*: there is a disturbance but not of a predator  
   *krak*: there is a disturbance  
   *hok*: there is a non-terrestrial disturbance  
   *krak-oo*: there is a weak disturbance  
   *hok-oo*: there is a weak non-terrestrial disturbance

(11) a. Calls and call meanings  
   *boom*: there is a disturbance but not of a predator  
   *krak*: there is a disturbance  
   *hok*: there is a non-terrestrial disturbance

   b. Morphosyntactic rule  
   If C is the call *krak* or *hok*, C-oo is a call.

   c. Semantic rule  
   If C is the call *krak* or *hok*, C-oo is true just in case there is a disturbance that licences C and is weak among disturbances that licence C.

What are the arguments for positing these rules? As in the case of -*ish* above, we need to consider two deflationary theories on the morphosyntactic and on the semantic side alike. One is that *krak-oo* and *hok-oo* are each made of a single expression to begin with. The second is that they are made of two expressions, but that these are separate utterances.
The argument against the 'only one expression' view is entirely based on patterns, both on the morphosyntactic and on the semantic side. First, -oo can be added to two calls, namely krak and hok, to form krak-oo and hok-oo respectively. Second, on one plausible analysis, -oo modifies the meaning of krak and hok in the same way, as is stated by the rule in (11)c (but see Appendix A8). This is an animal counterpart of the weaker of the two arguments we mentioned in relation with -ish. It would be far better to have an argument based on productivity, to the effect that animals understand that -oo can be added to new calls and can modify their meaning in a regular way. This argument does not currently exist. On the other hand, the main argument against the 'separate utterances' view is simple: -oo is never found on its own, making it implausible that it can form a separate utterance (but see Appendix A9).

These arguments are summarized in (12).

(12) Summary of arguments and objections: morphosyntax and compositionality in Campbell's monkeys' -oo suffix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of the rule</th>
<th>Main arguments</th>
<th>Alternative 1: 'Only one expression'</th>
<th>Alternative 2: 'Separate utterances'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td>Pattern: -oo is never found on its own but can be added to krak and hok.</td>
<td>• A pattern with 2 instances (krak-oo, hok-oo) could be an accident. • No argument for productivity exists.</td>
<td>Implausible as: -oo never appears on its own (but see Sauerland 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>Pattern: -oo plausibly modifies the meaning of krak in the same as it does the meaning of hok.</td>
<td>• A pattern with 2 instances (krak-oo, hok-oo) could be an accident. • Auxiliary assumptions are needed to get the compositional analysis to work.</td>
<td>Implausible as: -oo never appears on its own (but see Sauerland 2016) • On some analyses of the meaning, hok-oo does not entail the purported meaning of -oo (= non-serious alarm)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. Syntax and compositionality in ABC-D sequences of the Japanese tit

We turn to ABC-D-type sequences in birds and argue that the argument for a combination of parts is very strong: 'only one expression' is implausible. In initial experiments, the 'separate utterances' view remained a live contender: the combination might have been of the 'trivial' kind. But recent and very important results present new challenges for the 'separate utterances' view, making ABC-D sequences the best argued case for syntax and compositionality in the animal world. We will explain in turn why the initial results left open a 'separate utterances' analysis, and why new results challenge it.

Suzuki et al. 2016 show that Japanese tits (Parus minor) react with increased vigilance to an ABC sequence, an alarm call, and they tend to approach the speaker when hearing a D sequence, a recruitment call. When hearing an ABC-D sequence, they react with increased vigilance and approach; but when the order is reversed, with a D-ABC sequence, they do not react much.

Remarkably, Suzuki et al. 2017 show that these results are replicated when researchers play back synthetic sequences made of an ABC-sequence immediately followed by a D*-sequence which is used by the Willow tit, a sympatric species (one that lives in the same area as the Japanese tits under study). Importantly, the Willow tit D*-sequence sounds rather different from the Japanese tit D-sequence (here and throughout, we will use D* for an alternative to D that is not acoustically similar to D; we will later use ABC' and D' for alternatives to ABC and to D that are acoustically similar to them). Specifically, when hearing ABC-D* sequences that are never found in nature, the Japanese tits display increased vigilance and approach the speaker, but when hearing D*-ABC sequences that are equally non-existent in nature, they display neither behavior. The main experiment is summarized in (13) (where D*, also called tāā, is the Willow tit counterpart of D), and the comparison between the acoustic form of Japanese and Willow tit calls is made in (14).
Logic of the experiments of Suzuki et al. 2017

ABC-D is the natural alarm-recruitment sequence of Japanese tits; D* is the tää recruitment call of Willow tits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Stimulus</th>
<th>Reaction of the Japanese tits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural sequence</td>
<td>ABC-D</td>
<td>Approach with alertness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid sequence</td>
<td>ABC-D*</td>
<td>Approach with alertness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversed hybrid sequence</td>
<td>D*-ABC</td>
<td>No approach with alertness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Japanese tit vs. Willow tit calls (redrawn from Suzuki et al. 2017)

a. Japanese tit calls

A key assumption is that despite the presence of repetitions in both sequences, the Willow tit D* (= tää) sounds very different from the Japanese tit D. Suzuki et al. 2017 provide direct evidence that acoustic similarity between tää and D isn't at stake. Since tää calls are longer than D calls, tää can be artificially shortened so as to resemble D more than the unshortened tää does. If acoustic similarity to D were driving the response, Japanese tits should react more strongly to the shortened tää call than to the real tää. But the opposite is the case, suggesting that acoustic similarity to D isn't at stake. It should be added that Suzuki et al. 2017 include an additional control to show that not just anything of the form ABC-blah triggers a reaction. Specifically, a hybrid sequence of the form ABC-zi, where zi is the Willow tit counterpart of ABC, fails to trigger a reaction comparable to ABC-tää.

The authors conclude that this is a case of syntax associated with a compositional semantics. We will discuss separately the syntactic and the semantic argument (see also Appendix A10).

On the syntactic side, there are, as before, two deflationary views to be refuted, as is stated in (15).

Deflationary Theory 1—‘Only one expression’
Counterargument: Productivity
Japanese tits treat artificial ABC-D* sequences in the same way as ABC-D sequences, showing that they have a productive rule.
Deflationary Theory 2—‘Separate utterances’

Counterargument: Japanese tits react to $ABC-D/D^*$ sequences but not to $D/D^*-ABC$ sequences.

Counter-counterargument: the distinction might be due to a non-syntactic rule (e.g. acoustic or pragmatic)

The first deflationary view is that $ABC-D$ is only one expression. This view would immediately explain why Japanese tits react to $ABC-D$ but not to $D-ABC$: on the proposed view, $ABC-D$ is a call but $D-ABC$ isn’t. Here Suzuki et al. 2017 provide the strongest kind of argument (unlike Schlenker et al. 2014 for $\sim\alpha$): Japanese tits apply a rule to sequences they have never heard before, namely the hybrid $ABC-D^*$ and $D^*-ABC$ sequences. Both are unattested in nature, and yet the Japanese tits react to $ABC-D^*$ but not to $D^*-ABC$. We thus agree with Suzuki et al. that Deflationary Theory 1 is extremely implausible.

But what about the second deflationary theory, ‘separate utterances’? Here the argument against treating $ABC-D$ as two utterances is that $D-ABC$ does not give rise to a reaction. It does seem plausible that this contrast involves a rule, but does it have to be a syntactic rule? There are at least three alternatives to consider. One is that lack of reaction is due to lack of familiarity. The second is that the rule is driven by acoustic constraints. The third is that it is driven by pragmatic considerations.

The least exciting hypothesis is that lack of reaction to $D-ABC$ sequences is due to lack of familiarity. But since Japanese tits display a differential behavior to two equally unfamiliar sequences, namely the hybrids created by the researchers, this does not account for the data.

A second hypothesis is acoustic in nature. Dutour et al. 2020 mention for another species, the Great tit, that $ABC$-type notes might be hard to perceive after $D$-type notes (see Appendix A11). If so, the effect found by Suzuki et al. might result from limitations of perception, and might not speak against a treatment of $ABC$ and $D$ as separate utterances. Importantly, for this hypothesis to work, it should be the case that both the Japanese tit $D$ and the Willow tit $D^*$ have a masking effect. We doubt that this is the case, for three reasons. First, the articles cited in Dutour et al. 2020 mention masking mechanisms pertaining to call overlap (Grafe, 1996 and Klump, 1992) and to the specific acoustic structure of trills and whistles, two tonal units (Brown and Handford, 1996). But these mechanisms do not apply to $D$ and $D^*$, which are repetitive broadband structures uttered without overlap. Second, given the metabolic and eavesdropping costs associated with long, conspicuous sequences of easily localized calls (Klump & Shater, 1984; Randler, 2012; Jones & Hill, 2001), it seems unlikely that such structures would be maintained if they were not functionally beneficial (still, a possible counterargument is that these long sequences could be a mere by-product of high arousal in the emitter). Finally, $D$ and $D^*$ share a repetitive, broadband structure and are emitted at similar intensity ($\sim 75$ dB, Suzuki 2017) and with a short inter-note interval. However, when we explored the acoustic properties of $D$ and $D^*$ notes, none were likely to trigger a masking effect (see also Appendix A12).

A third possible hypothesis is pragmatic in nature. We briefly mentioned that Schlenker et al. 2014, 2016c posit rules such as the Informativity Principle, according to which when several calls are appropriate, one should choose the most informative. But in their study of $pyow-hack$ sequences in Putty-nosed monkeys, Schlenker et al. 2016a,c also proposed another principle, the Urgency Principle, "which mandates that calls that provide information about the nature/location of a threat must come before calls that don’t" (see Appendix A13). These two pragmatic principles were components of theories that treated $pyow-hack$ sequences as having no semantic structure. The Urgency Principle has also found support in the call sequences of Titi monkeys, as argued by Narbona Sabaté et al. 2022.

Schlenker et al. 2016d briefly mentioned that the Urgency Principle might account for Suzuki et al.’s findings: $ABC$ is an alarm call and might thus provide some information about the nature/location of a threat, while the $D$ part is a recruitment call, and thus the $ABC$ part should come before the $D$ part. Furthermore, the principle should apply productively to any sequence that is understood, hence also $ABC-D^*$ by contrast with $D^*-ABC$. Japanese tits might fail to react to $D/D^*-ABC$ sequences not because they violate a principle of bird syntax, but because they violate the Urgency Principle. In fact, this can be interpreted in two ways. One is that the sequence is (pragmatically) deviant because it violates the Urgency Principle. Another is that in the $D/D^*-ABC$ order, the $ABC$-part is interpreted as not providing information about the nature/location of a threat (see Appendix A14). Either way, lack of reaction might be explained.

Turning to the semantics, the 'only one call' theory is again very implausible given that the birds generalize the rule from their system to new, artificially-constructed structures. But in view of the data discussed up to this point, the 'separate utterances view' is far more plausible. It takes $ABC$ and $D/D^*$
to each form a separate utterance. The calls are produced in close succession: \textit{ABC} and \textit{D} calls are naturally produced with a 0.5- to 0.15-s interval (Suzuki et al. 2018), and Suzuki et al. 2017 used a 0.1s interval to create their stimuli. As a result, \textit{ABC} and \textit{D} provide information about essentially the same time of utterance. In essence, \textit{ABC} produced at time \textit{t} conveys the information that there is an alarm at \textit{t}, and \textit{D/D*} produced at \textit{t} conveys information that the caller needs help at \textit{t}. On the simplest theory, the two uttered in close proximity are thus expected to trigger an alarm-appropriate behavior, namely scanning, and a recruitment-appropriate behavior, namely approaching. Suzuki, Wheatcroft & Griesser, 2018 clearly state that in response to \textit{ABC-D} sequences, the Japanese tits "produce both behaviors". They add:

Importantly, tits do not first scan and then approach, as would be predicted if they perceived \textit{ABC-D} sequences as linear, ordered strings. Instead, they progressively approach the sound source while continuously scanning.

However, one could expect a sequential response only if there were a long pause between \textit{ABC}, produced at time \textit{t}, and \textit{D}, produced at \textit{t+d}. But such isn't the case, as the calls are produced in close proximity. As for the fact that \textit{D/D*-ABC} fails to trigger a reaction, it might be due, as mentioned, to the Urgency Principle (although we would need to know more to exclude purely acoustic reasons).

In addition, we should note that, on the assumption that the Japanese tits recognize \textit{ABC} and \textit{D*} as coming from two different sources (namely conspecifics and heterospecifics), the fact that they respond similarly to \textit{ABC-D} and \textit{ABC-D*} suggests that they aggregate the two sets of information independently from the source of the calls: whether \textit{ABC} and \textit{D} are from the same caller or from distinct species does not seem to alter the meaning extracted by the birds. This might appear to lend support to the 'separate utterances' theory. The latter is still faced with an important puzzle: why is \textit{ABC-D*} effective while \textit{D*-ABC} isn't if \textit{ABC} and \textit{D*} are perceived as separate utterances produced by different species? In particular, it seems unlikely that the Urgency Principle could constrain the ordering of two utterances made by different individuals, not to mention different species.

Still, at this point the 'separate utterances' theory is a live contender. But Suzuki and Mastumoto 2022 (published after the initial version of this piece was written) develop a new and remarkable argument to refute it. As a baseline, they set up an experiment in which an \textit{ABC-D} sequence triggers mobbing of a predator model (a bull-headed shrike, a passerine bird), as illustrated in (16)a. Remarkably, they show that \textit{ABC-D} sequences fail to be effective when \textit{ABC} and \textit{D} are played from different loudspeakers, as illustrated in (16)b (\textit{D-ABC} sequences are ineffective as well under such conditions). This is precisely the opposite of what we saw in the human language case. If Ann says \textit{It's hot} while Bill says \textit{It's humid}, we naturally aggregate the information from the two sources. And it makes no difference whether the information is coming from one source (e.g., Ann) or two sources (Ann and Bill), as long as they are produced from locations that are close to each other (if Ann and Bill are on Zoom and are talking from different locations, aggregation of the information fails).
Suzuki and Matsumoto conclude that there is a crucial difference between separate utterances of $ABC$ and then $D$, and a single utterance of $ABC-D$. This is possibly the most important argument to have been published as part of this debate. The main objection that comes to mind is that the two speakers might be too distant (10 meters) to allow for the contents they broadcast to be aggregated. In the human case, if Ann says inside the house that it's hot while Bill says outside the house that it's humid, one cannot infer that it's both hot and humid in one and the same place. But within Suzuki and Matsumoto's experimental set-up, both (16)a (= the 1-speaker condition) and (16)b (= the 2-speaker condition) involve speakers that are 5 meters away from a predator model that could license mobbing behavior (the authors also note that 10m "is a natural distance between two individuals within a flock"). This distance doesn't prevent the target birds from relating $ABC-D$ to the predator in the 1-speaker condition, and thus it's unclear why it should have a different effect in the 2-speaker condition. The logic of Suzuki and Matsumoto's argument thus appears to be strong.

The dialectical situation is summarized in (17), where the counterarguments to the 'separate utterances' theory are divided into A (corresponding to Suzuki et al. 2016, 2017, 2018) and B (corresponding to Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022—the most decisive finding in our view, and thus the strongest argument against the 'separate utterances' view).

Japanese tit $ABC-D$ sequences involve a compositional rule

**Deflationary Theory 1**—'Only one expression'
This is implausible in view of (15).

**Deflationary Theory 2**—'Separate utterances': $ABC$ is a separate utterance, $D$ is a separate utterance, with the following meanings:
$ABC$ produced at time $t$ means: There is an alarm at $t$.
$D$ produced at time $t$ means: The receiver's presence is needed at $t$.

Counterargument A (Suzuki et al. 2018): "Tits do not first scan and then approach, as would be predicted if they perceived $ABC-D$ sequences as linear, ordered strings."
Counter-counterargument 1: The sequential behavior could be predicted only if $ABC$ and $D$ were separated by a long pause, which isn’t the case.
Counter-counterargument 2: Subjects react similarly to $ABC-D$ and $ABC-D^*$, although the latter is composed of utterances from two emitters, suggesting that they aggregate the information independently from the source of the call.

Counterargument B (Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022): When $ABC$ and $D$ are played from different loudspeakers, $ABC-D$ fails to trigger the target behavior.
Counter-counterargument: Birds might fail to aggregate the information because the speakers are too far apart (10m), thus blocking the inference that alert and recruitment are needed in the same place. But this worry might be far-fetched because the speakers are relatively close (5m) to the predator model that should license the mobbing behavior.
We summarize our discussion of Japanese tit $ABC$-$D$ sequences in (18).

(18) Summary of arguments and objections: morphosyntax and compositionality in Japanese tit $ABC$-$D$ mobbing calls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of the rule</th>
<th>Main arguments</th>
<th>Alternative 1: 'Only one expression'</th>
<th>Alternative 2: 'Separate utterances'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td>• Ordering: Japanese tits react to $ABC$-$D$ but not to $D$-$ABC$.</td>
<td>Implausible, as this wouldn't account for the productivity of the rule—unless initial $D$ and $D*$ acoustically mask $ABC$.</td>
<td>Ordering restrictions might come from non-syntactic principles: • acoustic if $D$ and $D*$ acoustically mask $ABC$: • pragmatic (Urgency Principle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Productivity: They extend this to hybrid sequences $ABC$-$D*$ (versus $D*$-$ABC$) that do not resemble their own.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>A. $ABC$-$D/D*$ gives rise to the simultaneous production of scanning and approaching.</td>
<td>Implausible as: • this wouldn't account for the productivity of the semantic effect; • the effect of the complex call is directly related to the effect of its parts.</td>
<td>A. Whether the semantics is imperative or declarative, $ABC$-$D/D*$ produced in quick succession provide an order/a statement about a single moment t, hence simultaneity of the response is expected. B. However, the distinction between $ABC$-$D$ played back from one source (effective) and from two spatially close sources (ineffective) makes an analysis based on separate utterances implausible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. $ABC$-$D$ triggers the target behavior when $ABC$ and $D$ are produced from the same source but not when they are produced from distinct but spatially close sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several important points should be kept in mind in future research. First, the 'separate utterances' view is not without a potential reply. It could invoke the Informativity Principle and competition among calls to explain Suzuki and Matsumoto's new finding. An utterance of $ABC$ alone, or of $D$ alone, might conceivably compete with the utterance of $ABC$-$D$, which is more informative than either of its component parts (each viewed as a separate utterance). If so, each separate utterance would yield a non-$ABC$-$D$ inference, and this would explain the absence of a mobbing reaction. But more analytical work is needed to make this view precise.

Second, a full analysis would need to explain the details of the target birds' reactions in Suzuki and Matsumoto's experiment. In the 2-speaker condition, one might expect that approach is triggered in the direction of the speaker that plays $D$, since $D$ is a recruitment call (and it was indeed shown in Suzuki et al. 2017 [Figure 3] that $D$ played alone triggers speaker approach). As we understand it, in their experiment, Suzuki and Matsumoto assessed whether subject birds approached the predator, but not whether they approached the speaker, something that could be investigated in future experiments.

Third, in none of the studies reviewed here do Suzuki and colleagues state the specific compositional rule that they take to be involved in the interpretation of $ABC$-$D$ calls. A precise statement of (i) the meaning of $ABC$ and $D$, and (ii) the compositional rule would be helpful to assess whether the detailed findings are explained (e.g. why $D$ fails to trigger approach in Suzuki and Matsumoto's experiment), and to delineate the compositional theory from the 'separate utterances' view. By comparison, in the analysis of Campbell's '-oo', the argument against 'separate utterances' was in part based on a precise proposal about the way the suffix affects the meaning of the calls it attaches to (see Appendix A9).

Fourth, putting all the results together, we have an intriguing conceptual situation. On the one hand, Japanese tits have no trouble integrating into a single utterance calls from two different species, since they treat a hybrid sequence $ABC$-$D*$ in the same way as normal $ABC$-$D$ sequences. On the other
hand, they refuse to integrate into a single utterance $ABC$ and $D$ calls coming from two nearby locations. Why they are so sensitive to caller location but so insensitive to caller species is a mystery and ought to be explored in future research.

Finally, we adopted in our discussion the view of call meaning espoused by a long line of research on monkey calls, from the field experiments Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler 1980 to the formal analyses of Schlenker et al. 2016c. According to these diverse analyses, calls have declarative meanings and thus provide information about the world. But an alternative possibility is that calls are in essence imperatives, telling the receivers what to do irrespective of the environment (here we have in mind imperatives in a very narrow sense: an imperative fully determines the action to be taken irrespective of the state of the world; see Appendix A15). In fact, the field of animal behavior traditionally assigned imperative meanings to animal signals: the meaning of a signal was mostly determined by its context of production and the behavioral response of the receiver (Fröhlich al. 2019; Hobaiter, Graham & Byrne, 2022; Jäger 2016). Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler 1980 discussed data that made this possibility unlikely for Vervet monkeys: a Vervet that heard an eagle alarm call had differential reactions depending on its own position. For instance, if it was in a tree, it sometimes looked down; but if it was on the ground, it didn't do so as often. The situation is different with Suzuki et al.'s Japanese tit data: in view of the observed reactions, the 'separate utterances' view could posit that $ABC$ produced at $t$ is an imperative meaning in essence: $Scan!$ (i.e. now, at $t$) while $D$ produced at $t$ means: $Approach!$ (i.e. now, i.e. at $t$). As in the declarative analysis, the fact that both imperatives are produced at the same time suffices to explain why the two behaviors co-occur, rather than appearing in a sequence. Similarly, nothing precludes an imperative analysis in Suzuki and colleagues' target theory either, as long as there is a semantic composition of some sort (to explain the results of Suzuki and Mastumoto 2022; see also Appendix A16). By contrast, data available about the Southern pied-babbler make an analysis based on imperatives (in a narrow sense) less plausible, as we will now see.

### IV. Syntax and compositionality in the mobbing sequences of the Southern Pied babbler

Engesser et al. (2016, 2020) display related patterns in the Southern pied babbler ($Turdoides bicolor$), by no means a close cousin of the Japanese tit (the two species diverged approximately 30 million years ago [Selvatti, Gonzaga & Moraes Russo, 2015]). The striking point of convergence between the two species is that they form mobbing sequences with a combination $alarm$—$recruitment$. Unlike Suzuki et al., Engesser et al. find the same types of responses to $alarm$—$recruitment$ sequences and to $recruitment$—$alarm$ sequences. But they find something that Suzuki and colleagues didn't, namely that $alarm$—$recruitment$ sequences give rise to very different behavioral responses from their component parts when the parts are presented alone. They reason that this shows that a compositional rule is involved:

To investigate whether babblers process the sequence in a compositional way, we conducted systematic experiments, playing back the individual calls in isolation as well as naturally occurring and artificial sequences. Babblers reacted most strongly to mobbing sequence playbacks, showing a greater attentiveness and a quicker approach to the loudspeaker, compared with individual calls or control sequences. We conclude that the sequence constitutes a compositional structure, communicating information on both the context and the requested action. (Engesser et al. 2016)

The question is whether this conclusion (namely that Southern pied babbler calls display compositionality) is justified.

Engesser et al.'s main finding is that the target birds "responded most strongly to playbacks of mobbing sequences, revealing the highest attentiveness and fastest approach toward the sound source" compared to alarm calls alone or recruitment calls alone. According to the authors, these results support their hypothesis that the call sequence tested conforms to the definition of basic compositional syntax, with the high vigilance response to mobbing sequences and the fast approach to the loudspeaker being directly related to the contextual information and function of both individual calls".

To assess Engesser et al.'s findings, we pit their claims about syntax and compositionality against our two usual deflationary alternatives—'only one expression' and 'separate utterances'. While Engesser et al. do not propose a specific compositional rule, we can nonetheless assess the strength of their argument.
On the syntactic side, there is an argument against the 'only one expression' analysis, but no argument against the 'separate utterances' view, as is summarized in (19). First, to refute the claim that mobbing sequences are made of a single expression, the authors confirm that the calls forming the combination are acoustically identical to the calls occurring in isolation, assuming such accidental resemblance is highly unlikely. In addition, they conduct playbacks of artificially created recruitment-alarm sequences and obtain similar reactions as to sequences that appear in the natural order. Second, however, there is no argument against treating mobbing sequences as made of two separate utterances. Not only is there no argument from ordering restrictions, unlike in Suzuki et al. 2016; there is an explicit argument to the opposite conclusion, since adult Southern pied-babblers react both to alarm-recruitment and to recruitment-alarm sequences. The authors take this to show that the compositional semantics can be "open", but a simpler explanation is that the calls constitute separate utterances and do not involve (non-trivial) compositionality to begin with.

(19) Southern pied babbler alarm-recruitment sequences involve a syntactic rule

**Deflationary Theory 1**—‘Only one expression’

Counterargument: Southern pied babblers respond both to naturalistic alarm-recruitment sequences and to artificial recruitment-alarm sequences, suggesting that alarm-recruitment is made of two parts.

**Deflationary Theory 2**—‘Separate utterances’

No counterargument—in fact, the Southern pied babbler reacts to recruitment-alarm sequences (unlike the Japanese tit).

Still, there are fascinating results on the semantic side. Unlike what we saw in Suzuki et al.’s data, the effect of an alarm-recruitment sequence is very different from the effect of its component parts, both in terms of vigilance and movement in the direction of the speaker. If the mobbing sequence is in fact made of a single expression, there is of course nothing particularly surprising to explain, since we are just talking about three calls, alarm, recruitment, and mobbing, which accidentally happen to have some acoustic parts in common. By contrast, if mobbing sequences are made of two calls, there is something to be explained. The authors consider the hypothesis that the component parts are interpreted as separate utterances, but they rule it out:

We are confident that we can rule out alternative explanations related to a sequential or additive processing of calls, because responses to played back mobbing sequences exceeded those elicited by the independent calls or their sum.

The dialectical situation is summarized in (20).

(20) Southern pied babbler alarm-recruitment sequences involve a compositional rule

**Deflationary Theory 1**—‘Only one expression’

Counterargument (identical to the argument against Deflationary Theory 1 in the syntactic case): Southern pied babblers respond both to naturalistic alarm-recruitment sequences and to artificial recruitment-alarm sequences, suggesting that alarm-recruitment is made of two parts.

**Deflationary Theory 2**—‘Separate utterances’:

- alarm produced at time t means: There is an alarm at t.
- recruitment produced at time t means: The receiver's presence is needed at t.

Counterargument: Target birds react far more strongly to alarm-recruitment than to alarm or to recruitment.

Counter-counterargument: The counterargument against 'separate utterances' is valid if calls have an imperative meaning. But it is not valid if calls have a declarative meaning: the most appropriate reaction to the information that there is an alarm and receiver presence is needed at t may be very different from the most appropriate reaction to the individual parts.

Here it is important to be more specific about two possible views of the meanings of calls, as stated in (21).

(21) Two views of the meaning of calls

a. Narrow imperative analysis: a call is an instruction to adopt a certain behavior, irrespective of the state
of the environment.

b. Declarative analysis (Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler, 1980): a call provides information about the world

In our discussion of Suzuki et al.'s Japanese tit data, we argued that a declarative and an imperative analysis alike could account for the data on the 'separate utterances' view. The situation is different for Engesser et al.'s findings: if alarm and recruitment are separate utterances, an analysis based on imperatives in a narrow sense is unlikely to account for the data (as before, by 'imperatives in a narrow sense', we mean expressions that trigger the same behavioral response irrespective of the environment).

On this view, alarm-recruitment produced at t is a double instruction to do what alarm mandates at t and what recruitment mandates at t. It is natural to think that the two calls uttered in close succession should display roughly the sum of the effects of the independent calls, but not much larger effects, as is in fact found. It is important to note the authors seem to adopt a narrow imperative-based analysis in this case (Engesser et al., 2016, Townsend et al., 2018).

But things are different on the declarative view, on which a call typically provides propositional information about the world. It is not hard to find cases in which separate utterances processed in a close succession are far more alarming than their component parts. This point was made in Schlenker et al. 2016d:

To take a human analogy: Little Johnny is on the pedestrian crossing might not trigger a human alarm; nor need the sentence There is a car coming be alarming when uttered on its own. But the conjunction Little Johnny is on the pedestrian crossing and there is a car coming might require immediate action: the effect of the conjunction is not additive in terms of the effects of the conjuncts.

To put it in more bird-compatible terms, consider the utterance, You should come. My interlocutor might comply if they are polite, but my utterance might not be enough to move them. Similarly, There's someone I don't know here might raise my interlocutor's level of alarm, but this might not be enough to move them either. But things might be different if I utter these sentences in close succession: There's someone I don't know here. You should come. A reasonable inference would be that I need your support in case the stranger turns out to be aggressive (see also Appendix A17).

A salient possibility is that this is in essence what happens in mobbing sequences: the alarm call combined with the recruitment call mostly singles out situations in which the source of the alarm is a predator that should be mobbed.

The logical point can be viewed as follows. A call produced at a time t, just like a sentence uttered at a time t, is true in some situations but not others. Taken together, two calls uttered in close succession around the same time t will be true of the intersection of the situations that make each call true. For simplicity, we'll assume that the alarm call is true in situations in which there is a predator, while the recruitment call is true in situations in which the sender wants the receiver to come, as is depicted in (22). On the standard declarative view, the calls modify the information state of the receiver, which presumably adopts the behavior most likely to be appropriate in view of the information it has. The optimization problem might be simple or complex (e.g. the receiver might adopt the behavior that's optimal in most of the relevant situations, or the behavior that will maximize its expected utility, or something else). The important point is that the behavior depends on the information state, or in other words on the entire set of situations compatible with the receiver's knowledge. Now it is likely that most situations that license an alarm call do not require mobbing, as it is only certain predators in certain situations that are best dealt with through mobbing. Similarly, most situations that license a recruitment call do not require mobbing (for instance, they may involve mating or foraging). On the other hand, most of the situations that license both an alarm call and a recruitment call require a mobbing behavior, as is also illustrated in.

To be very concrete, suppose there are just 7 possible situations, labelled s_1, ..., s_7 in (22), and assume they are equiprobable. In s_1, s_2, s_3, there is a disturbance that does not require mobbing (e.g. a non-predator such as another passerine, a predator that is too far to be worth mobbing, an unknown loud sound); in s_4, s_6, s_7, there is a reason to recruit conspecifics, for instance a food source, but no predator to be mobbed. Only in s_4 is there a predator that needs to be mobbed, which licenses both the alarm call and the recruitment call. If all 7 situations are equally likely, upon hearing an alarm call alone, the receiver can only infer that there is a 25% chance that mobbing is called for, as this is the case in situation s_4 but not in the equally likely situations s_1, s_2, s_3. This low probability might justify not
adopting the behavior. Similarly, upon hearing a recruitment call alone, there is again just a 25% chance that mobbing is called for, as this is the case in situation $s_4$ but not in the equally likely situations $s_5$, $s_6$, and $s_7$. But upon hearing an alarm call and a recruitment call in close succession, there is a 100% chance that mobbing is called for, as mobbing is definitely called for in situation $s_4$.

(22) Alarm and recruitment calls uttered separately versus in close succession at time $t$

![Diagram](image)

We conclude that even if one grants that mobbing calls are made of two parts, it does not follow that a syntactic or semantic rule is involved. These two parts might be separate utterances with a declarative semantics, and this might be enough to explain why *alarm* and *recruitment* produced in close succession have a radically different effect than either call produced alone. On the other hand, on a narrow imperative analysis (which Townsend et al. 2018 seem to assume), it is true that the two calls are unlikely to form separate utterances. One could thus seek to refute the 'separate utterances' theory by showing on independent grounds that the calls have a meaning that falls under the narrow imperative analysis. For this line of research to be explicit, one would also need to propose a specific compositional rule that the birds use to combine the two imperatives (alarm and mobbing).

Here too, we summarize the dialectical situation in a table, given in (23).

(23) Summary of arguments and objections: morphosyntax and compositionality in Southern pied-babbler *alarm–recruitment* mobbing calls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nature of the rule</th>
<th>Main arguments</th>
<th>Alternative 1: 'Only one expression'</th>
<th>Alternative 2: 'Separate utterances'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Morphosyntactic and semantic    | The behavior effect of *alarm–recruitment* is not additive relative to the behavior effects of *alarm* and *recruitment*. | Implausible, as the birds react in the same way to alarm-recruitment sequences and to artificial recruitment-alarm sequences, suggesting that alarm-recruitment is made of two parts. | **• Non-additivity might be unexpected on an imperative semantics.**  
**• Non-additivity might be expected on a declarative semantics: both calls are produced at the same moment, and situations in which there is both an alarm and a need for receiver presence might generally require mobbing.** |

V. Syntax and compositionality in the mobbing sequences of the Great tit

Taken together, the Great tit studies of Dutour et al. 2020 and Salis et al. 2021a combine (parts of) the arguments discussed above for the Japanese tit and the Southern pied-babbler (we disregard some subtleties, especially the effect of seasonality; see for instance Salis et al. 2021b and Dutour et al. 2019b, 2022). The Great tit (*Parus major*) is closely related to the Japanese tit (estimated divergence date between the Parus major and Parus minor groups = 3Myr, Kvist et al., 2003, 1999). One crucial
innovation is that both studies investigate Great tit reactions to Great tit calls but also to the calls of Black-capped chickadees, an allopatric species that lives in North America. The target Great tits, from France, could not have been in contact with Black-capped chickadees. Still, to interpret the data, it is important to keep in mind that the calls of the two species might be sufficiently close that acoustic similarity might account for some of the findings (the two species have a divergence date of approximately 14 million years ago, Päckert et al. 2007; see also Appendix A18).

On the syntactic side, Dutour et al. 2020 show that playback of a Great tit alarm–recruitment sequence triggers a mobbing behavior in the Great tits, but that Chickadee alarm’–recruitment' sequence does as well. By contrast, an inverse Chickadee or Great tit recruitment’–alarm' does not produce as much reaction (Salis et al., 2021b). On the semantic side, Salis et al. 2021a show that Great tits display far more mobbing reactions to Great tit alarm–recruitment sequences than to their component parts alone. And this finding extends to Great tit reactions to Chickadee alarm’–recruitment' sequences compared to their parts alone.

To present things in greater detail, let us start with Great tit syntax. The results obtained by Dutour and colleagues (Dutour et al., 2020, Salis et al., 2021b) show that Great tit reactions to alarm–recruitment sequences trigger more vigilance, more signs of excitement such as wing-flicking and tail wagging, and (for Salis et al., and only in winter) more approach than recruitment–alarm sequences, irrespective of whether these sequences are made of conspecific Great tit calls or of allopatric Chickadee calls.

Importantly, the logic of the experiment is completely different from Suzuki et al.'s use of hybrid sequences. The latter, made of Japanese tit ABC alarm calls combined with a neighbor's D* recruitment call, did not acoustically resemble the Japanese tit's ABC-D mobbing call (as D* was very different from D). But no such argument is offered in Dutour et al.’s Great tit experiment. What is shown is that Great tits discriminate between alarm’–recruitment' and recruitment’–alarm'. But since alarm' is acoustically similar to alarm and recruitment' is acoustically similar to recruitment, everything might be driven by the Great tits' knowledge of their own calls, combined with a similarity measure that ensures that they assimilate Chickadee calls to their own calls (see also Appendix A19).

As a result, contrary to the Japanese tit argument in (15) above, there is no argument against the 'only one expression' theory, as summarized in (24). On the other hand, as in the original arguments made for the Japanese tit, the case against the 'separate utterances' theory is that Great tits discriminate between the order alarm’–recruitment' and the order recruitment’–alarm'. But as discussed for the Japanese tit, this rule need not be syntactic. Importantly, as yet there is no Great tit version of the argument from playbacks from spatially distinct sources, which yielded Suzuki and Matsumoto’s (2022) crucial argument against the 'separate utterances' theory.

(24) Great tit alarm–recruitment sequences involve a syntactic rule

**Deflationary Theory 1** —'Only one expression'
No counterargument. In particular, the fact that Great tits react to allopatric alarm’–recruitment' but not to recruitment’–alarm' might be entirely driven by acoustic similarity to conspecific calls and is not an argument for the application of a productive rule.

**Deflationary Theory 2** —'Separate utterances'
Counterargument: Great tits react to alarm–recruitment and alarm’–recruitment' sequences but not as strongly to recruitment’–alarm' sequences.

Counter-counterargument: the distinction might be due to a non-syntactic rule, as the lack of reaction to recruitment–alarm and recruitment’–alarm' might in principle be due to (i) lack of familiarity, (ii) acoustic masking by the large frequency bandwidth of alarm and alarm', (iii) a pragmatic principle, e.g. the Urgency Principle.

In our discussion of the Japanese tit data, we argued that lack of familiarity can't explain the contrast between the reactions to hybrid ABC-D* sequences and hybrid D*–ABC sequences: all are unfamiliar but Japanese tits react to the former much more than to the latter. In the case of the Great tit data, things are different, since alarm–recruitment is definitely familiar while recruitment–alarm isn't (see also Bolhuis et al. 2018a for a similar argument). Furthermore, since Chickadee alarm' and recruitment' acoustically resemble Great tit alarm and recruitment respectively, to a Great tit ear,
natural Chickadee alarm’–recruitment' sequences presumably resemble a familiar (conspecific) call while reversed Chickadee recruitment’–alarm’ sequences don't.

In addition, the non-syntactic rules discussed in relation to the Japanese tit data are contenders in the present case as well. Dutour et al. 2020 explicitly discuss the possibility that acoustic masking underlies the phenomenon (FME stands for ‘frequency-modulated elements', a category that ABC sequences belong to):

Another explanation for our results could be a perception bias (i.e., the first $D$ notes of the call mask the notes that follow them, preventing the receiver from perceiving the second part of the call; Grafe 1996; Klump and Gerhardt 1992). Indeed, $D$ notes, which have large frequency bandwidths and are produced in long, repetitive sequences, may mask the FME notes (Marler 1955; Brown and Handford 1996) given the relative short delay between both sequences. As a result, tits may no longer perceive FME notes when they are artificially placed after $D$ notes.

Great tits’ $D$ sequences are relatively loud repeated and broadband structures which resemble those of Japanese tits. Following the same rationale as above, we have no reason to believe that a masking effect is the most likely explanation for these results (see also Appendix A20). And as mentioned in relation to the Japanese tit, yet another possibility is that the lack of reaction to reversed sequences is due to the fact that these violate a pragmatic principle, such as the Urgency Principle.

Turning to the semantics, Salis et al. 2021a replicate the argument of Engesser et al. 2016 regarding the non-additivity of mobbing reactions to Great tit alarm–recruitment sequences relative to their component parts. They further show that this finding extends to allopatric alarm’–recruitment' sequences of the Chickadee, but as before the acoustic similarity among conspecific and allopatric calls makes it hard to argue that anything but acoustic similarity is at stake.

In sum, neither the 'only one expression' theory nor the 'separate utterances' theory can be ruled out, as is summarized in (25). It is true that if calls have an imperative semantics, alarm–recruitment is unlikely to be made of separate utterances. But this conclusion does not follow if calls have a declarative semantics. Furthermore, as in our discussion of Great tit syntax, the fact that the target birds react to allopatric calls does not show that they apply a compositional rule, as reactions might be driven by the acoustic similarity between allopatric and conspecific calls.

(25) The Great tit alarm–recruitment sequences involves a compositional rule

**Deflationary Theory 1**—‘Only one expression’
No counterargument. In particular, the fact that Great tits react to allopatric alarm’–recruitment' is not an argument for productivity as reactions might be driven by acoustic similarity to conspecific calls.

**Deflationary Theory 2**—‘Separate utterances’: alarm is an utterance, recruitment is a separate utterance, alarm produced at time t means: There is an alarm at t. recruitment produced at time t means: The receiver's presence is needed at t.

Counterargument: target birds react far more strongly to alarm–recruitment than to alarm or to recruitment, and to alarm’–recruitment' than to recruitment’–alarm'.

Counter-counterarguments [as in the discussion of the Southern pied-babbler]:
–The argument against ‘separate utterances’ is valid if calls have an imperative meaning. But it is not valid if calls have a declarative meaning; the most appropriate reaction to the information that there is an alarm and receiver presence is needed at t may be very different from the most appropriate reaction to the individual parts.
–The fact that the Great tit reacts to allopatric calls does not change the argument because this might be driven by acoustic similarity to conspecific calls.

Salis et al. 2021a take their results to support the idea of animal compositionality, which may be correct if the calls are semantically interpreted as imperatives (in a narrow sense), but it seems hard to rule out that the calls are interpreted as separate utterances if their meaning is declarative. We summarize the dialectical situation in (26).

(26) Summary of arguments and objections: morphosyntax and compositionality in Great tit alarm–recruitment mabling calls
VI. Recommended steps and future prospects

Setting aside the new findings of Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022, the results reviewed here on alarm–recruitment mobbing sequences remain ambiguous when arguing for animal syntax or compositionality. On the syntactic side, mobbing sequences can be analyzed as being made of separate utterances whose order is constrained by non-syntactic principles (e.g. acoustic or pragmatic ones; as noted by a reviewer, the order could also be fixed by a 'template', as in Miyagawa & Clarke 2019—but since a template just stipulates the order of two call types, its explanatory status is unclear). On the semantic side, the non-additivity of the behavioral effect of alarm–recruitment relative to its component parts is expected if these parts are separate utterances that provide information about the same moment (due to their temporal proximity) and have a declarative semantics, providing information about the world. On the other hand, if alarm and recruitment have an imperative semantics (in a narrow sense), the non-additivity is unexpected and might require a compositional rule. The importance of providing a declarative rather than imperative semantics for bird calls dovetails with conclusions reached by Seyfarth, Cheney & Marler, 1980 about the calls of Vervet monkeys. Contrary to what a narrow imperative-based semantics would lead one to expect, the monkeys displayed different reactions depending on the context: a Vervet that heard a leopard alarm call while on the ground typically ran for cover or looked up, and not down (unlike for a snake alarm call); but it could look down if it heard the leopard call while in a tree.

Crucially, Suzuki and Matsumoto's recent results change the dialectical situation. Suzuki and colleagues had earlier shown (by way of hybrid sequences) that Japanese tits use a productive rule to understand ABC-D sequences, but they had not convincingly ruled out an analysis based on 'separate utterances'. Their new findings offer a powerful argument against this possibility, as Japanese tits fail to react to ABC followed by D, played from two different (but spatially close) locations. The final result is puzzling, however: if genuine syntactic integration is at stake in this case, Japanese tits can treat calls coming from different species as a single utterance, but they cannot do the same with calls coming from a single species but from slightly different locations. More work will be needed to fully understand the situation.

On a methodological level, our main point is that arguments should be given by explicitly pitting the main claim—existence of a syntactic rule, existence of a compositional rule of interpretation—against two deflationary alternatives, the 'only one expression' theory and the 'separate utterances' theory. General criteria of syntax and compositionality are of course helpful, but in the end the test of arguments in favor of animal syntax or compositionality lies in their ability to rule out both of these deflationary alternatives. In addition, if one wishes to argue for a compositional rule, stating the rule explicitly might help distinguish it from the 'separate utterances' view, i.e. from trivial compositionality.
A summary of the arguments discussed in this piece for diverse animal sequences appears in (27); the table collates summaries that appear at the end of each section, and it adds a similar summary for Campbell's monkeys' boom (mentioned in passing at the beginning of this piece).

(27) Summary of the main arguments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case study</th>
<th>Nature of the rule</th>
<th>Main arguments</th>
<th>Alternative 1: 'Only one expression'</th>
<th>Alternative 2: 'Separate utterances'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campbell's monkey -oo suffix</strong></td>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td><strong>Pattern: -$oo is never found on its own but can be added to krak and hok.</strong></td>
<td>• A pattern with 2 instances ($krak$-$oo$, $hok$-$oo$) could be an accident.</td>
<td>Implausible as: -$oo never appears on its own (but see Sauerland 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• No argument for productivity exists.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td><strong>Pattern: -$oo plausibly modifies the meaning of krak in the same as it does the meaning of hok.</strong></td>
<td>• A pattern with 2 instances ($krak$-$oo$, $hok$-$oo$) could be an accident.</td>
<td>Implausible as: -$oo never appears on its own (but see Sauerland 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Auxiliary assumptions are needed to get the compositional analysis to work.</td>
<td>• On some analyses of the meaning, $hok$-$oo$ does not entail the purported meaning of -$oo (= non-serious alarm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campbell's monkey boom</strong></td>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td><strong>Boom boom appears at the beginning of sequences.</strong></td>
<td>Probably implausible (sequences can be very long, and there is a long interval between two booms (see also Appendix A21).</td>
<td>The ordering restriction might have an articulatory source, as time and energy are needed to fill an air sac.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>n/a [no argument has been given that a compositional rule is needed]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japanese tit ABC-D mobbing calls</strong></td>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td>• Ordering: Japanese tits react to ABC-D but not to D-ABC.</td>
<td>Implausible, as this wouldn't account for the productivity of the rule— unless initial D and D* acoustically mask ABC.</td>
<td>Ordering restrictions might come from non-syntactic principles:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Productivity: They extends this to hybrid sequences ABC-D* (versus D*-ABC) that do not resemble their own.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• acoustic if D and D* acoustically mask ABC;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>A. $ABC$-D/D* gives rise to the simultaneous production of scanning and approaching.</td>
<td></td>
<td>• pragmatic (Urgency Principle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B. $ABC$-D triggers the target behavior when $ABC$ and D are produced from the same source but not when they are produced from distinct but spatially close sources.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Implausible as: • this wouldn't account for the productivity of the semantic effect;</td>
<td></td>
<td>A. Whether the semantics is imperative or declarative, $ABC$-D/D* produced in quick succession provide an order/a statement about a single moment t, hence simultaneity of the response is expected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• the effect of the complex call is directly related to the effect of its parts.</td>
<td></td>
<td>B. However, the distinction between $ABC$-D-D played back from one source (effective) and from two spatially close sources (ineffective) makes an analysis based on separate utterances implausible.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our practical recommendations are summarized in (28).

(28) **How to argue for animal syntax and compositionality**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Southern pied-babbler alarm–recruitment mobbing calls</th>
<th>Morphosyntactic and semantic</th>
<th>The behavior effect of alarm–recruitment is not additive relative to the behavior effects of alarm and recruitment.</th>
<th>Implausible, as the birds react in the same way to alarm-recruitment sequences and to artificial recruitment-alarm sequences, suggesting that alarm-recruitment is made of two parts.</th>
<th>• Non-additivity might be unexpected on an imperative semantics. • Non-additivity might be expected on a declarative semantics: both calls are produced at the same moment, and situations in which there is both an alarm and a need for receiver presence might generally require mobbing.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great tit alarm–recruitment mobbing calls</td>
<td>Morphosyntactic</td>
<td>• Ordering: Great tits react to alarm–recruitment but not to recruitment–alarm. • 'Productivity': They extends this to allopatric alarm¹–recruitment' (versus recruitment¹– alarm')</td>
<td>Possible, as the apparent 'productivity' might entirely be driven by acoustic similarity between alarm–recruitment and alarm¹–recruitment'.</td>
<td>Ordering restrictions might come from non-syntactic principles: • acoustic if recruitment and recruitment¹ acoustically mask alarm and alarm¹. • pragmatic (Urgency Principle)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Semantic</td>
<td>• The behavior effect of alarm–recruitment is not additive relative to the behavior effects of alarm and recruitment. • 'Productivity': This extends to allopatric alarm¹–recruitment'</td>
<td>Possible, as the apparent 'productivity' might entirely be driven by acoustic similarity between alarm–recruitment and alarm¹–recruitment'.</td>
<td>• Non-additivity might be unexpected on an imperative semantics. • Non-additivity might be expected on a declarative semantics: both calls are produced at the same moment, and situations in which there is both an alarm and a need for receiver presence might generally require mobbing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 1:** State 3 competing theories

**Rich theory:** There is syntax/compositionality.

**Deflationary Theory 1**—'Only one expression'

**Deflationary Theory 2**—'Separate utterances' (= trivial compositionality)

If arguing for compositionality, *state the compositional rule in detail*, thus helping to distinguish it from trivial compositionality.

**Step 2:** Compare the predictions of the three theories, and the plausibility of any auxiliary hypotheses they might need.

–To refute Deflationary theory 1, one can for instance construct an argument based on pattern or productivity by showing that the same component calls appear in other naturalistic or artificial constructions and give rise to the meaning predicted by the Rich theory.

–To refute Deflationary theory 2, one can for instance show that some of the component parts cannot occur on their own (as for the Campbell's -oo suffix), or that the meaning obtained cannot be analyzed as the conjunction of the component parts. Another argument against this theory is to show that subjects react to a combined call from one source (using stimuli rebuilt artificially to control for any effect of manipulation) but not to a call created by concatenating two units from distinct sources (this is the argument in Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022).
In the end, one needs to pit fully specified theories against each other, and weigh the plausibility of any auxiliary assumptions one might need to make them work.

Two further directions could be further developed in future research. First, we highlighted that some instances of Deflationary Theory 2 ('separate utterances') crucially rely on a declarative analysis of call meanings. One way to argue for a (non-trivial) compositional analysis would be to show that some or all of the calls involved a semantics that falls under what we called the 'narrow imperative analysis'. This requires developing clear criteria for (different types of) imperative vs. declarative meanings in animals, an important but non-trivial task for the future (see for instance Steinert-Threlkeld, Schlenker & Chemla 2021 for discussion, and Appendix A22).

Second, as highlighted by Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022, declarative versions of 'separate utterances' rely on the fact that the informational content of two calls C1 and C2 can be aggregated without being thereby combined by a non-trivial compositional rule. As Suzuki and Matsumoto argue, this leads one to expect that even when C1 and C2 are emitted by different sources (e.g. different birds; see Appendix A23), their behavioral effect on the receiver should remain the same as long as the sources are collocated (we discussed a simple human example in which Ann says It's hot while Bill says about the same location It's humid: we naturally aggregate the two pieces of information). If C1 and C2 are not independent utterances, it is less clear that their informational content could be integrated across separate utterances; in fact, in Zuberbühler's (2002) experiment on Diana monkeys' understanding of hybrid Campbell's and Diana sequences, the receivers failed to perform the aggregation (but see Appendix A24). Suzuki and Matsumoto 2022 used such a failure of integration to argue against 'separate utterances' in Japanese tit ABC-D sequences, but the same experimental paradigm could profitably be used in further species.

Stepping back, the general debate can definitely benefit from greater interaction between ethologists and linguists, but the role of the latter is in some ways paradoxical. We adopted the view that animal languages should be studied with the primary goal of understanding their specific properties, and thus we were entirely open to the possibility that the kinds of syntax and semantics they display are very different from human language. In this respect, we resisted the urge to focus on similarities and differences with human language. At the same time, however, arguments for or against syntax and compositionality are very subtle irrespective of whether they apply to animal or to human languages, and for this reason there might be genuine added value in linguists' expertise.

VII. Conclusion

1. With the exception of Japanese tits, alarm–recruitment mobbing sequences remain ambiguous when arguing for animal syntax or compositionality.
2. Japanese tit ABC-D sequences display productivity (ruling out an analysis based on 'only one expression') while requiring a single source to be effective (ruling out an analysis based on 'separate utterances'). They are a good candidate for a case of syntax and compositionality, but the semantic rule involved has yet to be specified. In addition, it is puzzling that Japanese tits integrate information from two different species but not from two different locations.
3. Here, we propose two deflationary hypotheses to analyze animal combinatorial systems: the 'only one expression' theory and the 'separate utterances' theory.
4. We suggest that future work pits their claims against the two deflationary hypotheses introduced in this article.
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Appendix

A1. In essence, the pragmatic view is that pyow-hack sequences are semantically true whenever there is an important non-ground movement, which could be raptor movement or movement of the monkey group. But in the former case, the non-ground call hack would provide information about the nature/location of a threat, and thus it should come first in virtue of the Urgency Principle. This, in turn, indicates that pyow-hack sequences involve important non-ground movement but are not predator-related, hence in the end information about group movement (see also A13 below).

A2. In a separate collaboration between linguists and primatologists, Miyagawa & Clarke 2019 focused on syntax rather than semantics. They proposed that 'animal syntax' allows for limited combinations by way of two ordered templates. Thus in Putty-nosed monkey pyow-hack sequences, a single 'pyow' compartment is followed by a single 'hack' compartment, and each compartment allows for repetitions. (See also Rizzi (2016) for a different mechanism, with a limited application of Merge in some animal systems, without recursion [this is what Rizzi calls '1-merge'].)

A3. In principle, our rich theory could come in several varieties. The key claim is that there are cognitively real rules that determine the presence of new forms and/or new meanings based on old ones. This claim could take different forms. Thus instead of taking two expressions C1 and C2 to be concatenated, one could think of C1C2 as an elementary expression, but connected to C1 and C2 by cognitively real rules. On this view, the lexicon of the language contains \{C1, C2, C1C2\}. But lexical rules specify (i) that if a C1-type call and a C2-type call are parts of the lexicon, a C1C2-type call must be as well; and/or (ii) that if C1, C2 and C1C2 are part of the lexicon, the meaning of C1C2 is derived from the meanings of C1 and C2 by a certain semantic rule. If (i) and (ii) are adopted, we have a near-notational variant of a morphosyntactic analysis based on complex calls. If we have (ii) but not (i), we have a morphological rule on the meaning side but not on the form side (this is conceptually non-standard because the semantics must make reference to component parts which, for the morphosyntax, are not cognitive real). Having (i) but not (ii) would most naturally be treated as a case of phonological rather than morphological complexity, as the meanings of the component parts do not make their effects felt (however, see Arnold and Zuberbühler 2012 for a related case that they characterize as being syntactically combinatorial but not semantically compositional). For reasons of clarity and simplicity, we leave aside these variants of the rich theory in what follows.

A4. See for instance Schlenker et al. 2016d and Zuberbühler 2020. Schlenker et al. 2016d write the following:

"Although monkey sequences can be quite long, we take the "null hypothesis" to be that each call contributes its informational content independently from the others, by way of a propositional meaning. (…) this leads one to expect that the semantic content of a sequence should be the conjunction of the meanings of its component parts, evaluated at their respective times of utterance. This is the most trivial notion of "compositionality" that one can imagine, which is not indicative of the existence of genuine rules of combination (since each call can be interpreted independently)."

A5. In human and animal linguistics alike, a further property of separate utterances is that they provide information about different moments of utterance. For instance, Ann can't say It's raining and not raining without contradicting herself because this involves a single utterance, and it thus talks about a single moment. But no contradiction arises if Ann first utters It's raining, and then later looks out the window and says It's not raining (or more naturally: Now it's not raining). This property played a key role in the analysis of Titi calls in Schlenker et al. 2016b,c: each call was taken to provide information about the very moment at which it was uttered. On this view, a flying raptor gives rise to a shorter
sequence of A-calls than a perched raptor because in the former situation the threat disappears more quickly.

A6. Let us give an example of the benefits of pitting a target theory against deflationary theories, rather than just relying on a list of criteria. Salis et al. 2021a cite the following criteria for semantic compositionality:
(a) "a different order should trigger a different response";
(b) "the whole sequence should not only be the sum of its different parts, but have a new emergent meaning";
(c) "the two parts, when isolated, should still be meaning-bearing units".

These criteria are indeed in line with the requirement that the meaning of a complex expression is derived from the meaning of its parts and the way they are put together. (a) pertains to the fact that syntax matters, or in other words: the way the parts are put together matters. (b) pertains to the fact that the meaning of the whole should be derived in a non-trivial way from the meaning of its parts: it shouldn't just be their (conjunctive) addition. (c) pertains to the fact that the derivation is based on more elementary meanings. The criteria primarily help exclude deflationary theories based on 'only one expression' (especially (c)) and 'separate utterances' ((a) and (b)). Still, these criteria are not perfect. *It rained yesterday* has the same meaning as *Yesterday, it rained*, against (a), but the combination is still compositional. The key is that neither 'only one expression' nor 'separate utterances' has any plausibility in this case. *Everyone eats and drinks* involves a phrase, *eats and drinks*, whose meaning is the (conjunctive) sum of its parts, against (b), but it is still compositional. Here too, neither 'only one expression' nor 'separate utterances' has any plausibility (in the latter case, because *eats* on its own is not a possible utterance, nor *drinks*). And as we discuss below, *blueish* is compositional (as is *blue-like*), but proving that *-ish* or *-like* are meaning-bearing requires an analysis, since for instance *-ish* cannot usually appear on its own, making (c) delicate. Here 'separate utterances' has no plausibility, and an analysis of the distribution and productivity of *-ish* or *-like* shows that 'only one expression' is incorrect.

A7. Two remarks should be added. First, the similarity between *-oo* and *-ish* (or *-like*), for that matter is particularly striking in the first theory of *-oo* entertained by Schlenker et al. 2014. In that theory, *-oo* broadens the meaning of the call it applies to. So, if *hok* indicates that one is in a situation in which there is an aerial predator, *hok-oo* indicates that one is in a *hok-ish* situation, in the sense that the situation licenses the same attentional state as if there were an aerial predator—e.g. one should look up. We caution that in the present piece we follow Schlenker et al. 2016c in discussing the second (and preferred) theory of Schlenker et al. 2014, in which the similarity between *-oo* and *-ish* is more remote.

    Second, *-ish* has a broader and more interesting distribution than is discussed here; for instance, (i) it can turn nouns into adjectives, and (ii) in uses described by McCulloch 2014, it can even appear on its own. (i) also applies to *-like*, but we are not aware that (ii) does. In any event, since our object is animal rather than human linguistics, we allow ourselves some simplifications.

A8. This is a simplification, in two respects. First, as Kuhn et al. 2018 note, *-oo* is separated by *krak* and *hok* by a very tiny pause, making the 'complex call' analysis plausible. Second, as Schlenker et al. 2014 discuss at length, auxiliary hypotheses are needed, in particular the view that there is a pragmatic rule of competition among calls, the Informativity Principle.

A9. Sauerland 2016 proposes that *-oo* forms a separate utterance and means: *there is a weak disturbance*. As a result, the two utterances *hok* and *oo* could only be satisfied by a situation in which there is a non-ground disturbance and there is a disturbance (presumably the same one) which is weak. As Schlenker et al. 2016d note, this does not make exactly the same predictions as the analysis in (11)c. Even on the assumption that only one disturbance is at stake, the analysis in (11)c allows for *hok-oo* to be true in case there is a threat that counts as weak among non-ground threats. But on the assumption that non-ground threats are raptor-related and thus very serious in general, a weak raptor threat might still count as serious relative to the entire set of threats (by the same logic, a *cheap diamond* might not count as a *cheap object*: it is cheap relative to the set of diamonds, but not relative to the set of all objects). This prediction is hard to test directly. But Schlenker et al. 2016d argue that, when combined with the Informativity Principle, Sauerland's theory makes the wrong predictions (in a nutshell, it predicts that
krak-oo should compete with hok-oo and should only be true of ground-related disturbances, contrary to fact).

A10. Three general remarks should be added about Suzuki et al.'s analyses. First, we follow Suzuki et al. 2016 in taking ABC to form an unanalyzed morphosyntactic and semantic unit, but this hypothesis might have to be revised in future research. As the authors write: "A, B and C notes are typically produced in combination with other note types, resulting in AC, BC or ABC calls (…). In contrast, D notes are produced as a string of seven to ten notes (…)."

Second, a full argument would also need to show that Japanese tit ABC does not sound like Willow tit ABC*, which Suzuki et al. 2017 call zi. The reason is this: Japanese tits are familiar with Willow tit ABC*-D* (i.e. zi-tääi) sequences. If ABC sounds like ABC*, they might interpret hybrid ABC-D* sequences as a variant of Willow tit ABC*-D* sequences.

Third, Suzuki et al.'s argument predicts that hybrid sequences of the form ABC-shortened D* (i.e. ABDC-shortened tää) should differ from ABC-D* (= ABC-tääi) in not triggering the target behavior (namely increased vigilance and approach). To our knowledge, this experiment has not been performed or reported.

A11. Dutour et al. 2020 state their hypothesis as follows: "the first D notes of the call mask the notes that follow them, preventing the receiver from perceiving the second part of the call" because "D notes, which have large frequency bandwidths and are produced in long, repetitive sequences, may mask" the alarm call part "given the relative short delay between both sequences". We come back to this quote in Section V.

A12. Two remarks should be added. First, we assume for the sake of simplicity that any masking effect is caused by a shared property of D and D*. It could in principle be that it is for separate reasons that masking arises in the two cases, which would require a longer discussion.

Second, to establish our conclusion that masking effects are unlikely to be at stake, we explored four key parameters: repetitive structure, broadband spectrum, intensity and short inter-element interval. We failed to find any convincing case for a potential masking effect.

(i) Repetitive structure and broadband spectrum: The length of D notes sequences encodes urgency and/or influences the receiver’s reaction in some bird species (Templeton, Green & Davis, 2005; Soard & Ritchison, 2009), which strongly suggests that the number of iterations is perceived by the receivers. For instance, the distance at which great tits approach a playback speaker decreases linearly as the number of D notes in the mobbing sequence of black-capped chickadees increases (Randler, 2012).

(ii) Sound intensity and inter-note interval: all notes (D/D* and ABC) were broadcast with the same intensity, and the inter-note interval used in the stimuli was the same in ABC-D/D* and D/D*-ABC stimuli (0.1s). A masking effect due to these parameters alone is thus unlikely.

A13. Schlenker et al. 2016c summarize the main analysis as follows: "Semantically, pyow-hack sequences are compatible with any kind of situation involving (moving) aerial predators or (arboreal) movement of the monkeys themselves. But in the former situation, hacks provide information about the location of a threat, and hence should appear at the beginning of sequences. As a result, pyow-hack sequences can only be used for non-risk-related situations involving movement, hence a possible inference that they (often) involve group movement. While it is too early to adjudicate this debate, we will argue that a formal analysis of the competing theories should help produce new predictions to be tested in future field studies."

A14. A version of the second alternative was pursued in Schlenker et al.'s (2016a,c) analysis of pyow-hack sequences in Putty-nosed monkeys. The idea was that because of the Urgency Principle hack is not predator-related in this context. Rather, it pertains to an important non-ground movement which isn't that of a raptor, but that of the group of monkeys. This, in turn, explains why pyow-hack sequences announce group movement.

A15. We gloss over complex questions. First, some imperatives in a broader sense do not determine an action irrespective of the state of the world—e.g. Stay safe! might require different actions in different
environments. Second, in human language some sentences that do not involve the imperative mood do have something close to an imperative meaning, e.g. You should climb up is close to Climb up! While we leave these issues for future research, we briefly revisit them in the conclusion. For old and new views on the distinction between imperatives and declaratives, see for instance Bach and Harnish 1979 and Charlow 2014.

A16. Two further remarks are in order. First, on the imperative analysis, just as in the declarative theory, something must be said about the failure of the reverse order D/D*-ABC, and here too various hypotheses can be entertained—including an imperative version of the Urgency Principle. For instance, one could posit that information that pertains to the receiver's survival should come first.

Second, Suzuki et al.'s remarkable result about hybrid sequences should be contrasted with an experiment with the same logic but opposite results in Diana monkeys. In a nutshell, Zuberbühler 2002 showed that Diana monkeys understand the calls of male Campbell's monkeys, whose acoustic properties are very different from those of Diana monkeys. In fact, they understand them down to the details: in the Tai forest, krak signals the presence of a ground threat, and Diana monkeys react appropriately. But they also know that the Campbell's call boom (which comes in pairs at the beginning of sentences) is only used in situations of non-predation, and thus the Dianas fail to react with alarm when they hear a series of kraks preceded by boom boom. But when boom boom precedes Diana alarm calls, they just ignore the boom boom part in this hybrid sequence. One open question is why the Japanese tits studied by Suzuki et al. do not do the same thing, just ignoring the heterospecific calls interspersed in the conspecific sequence. (One possible explanation for the Japanese tit–Diana difference is that Dianas don't have any equivalent of booms, and they have no simple way of interpreting the hybrid sequence. A second possible explanation is that the Dianas have reasons to trust conspecifics more than heterospecifics. Additional explanations should be explored.)

A17. Importantly, the same situation could be replicated with imperatives that give rise to differential responses depending on the context (and thus do not fall under the 'narrow imperative analysis' in our terminology). For instance, a mother talking to her child may say Watch out! and elicit mild reactions (for instance if the child is spilling food); and similarly, if she says Come here! (for instance, if the child is being asked to help with house chores). But Watch out! Come here! might elicit a much stronger reaction because the two imperatives in combination suggest that there is serious danger for the child. See also A15 above for complexities arising from the discussion between imperatives and declaratives (a point we briefly revisit in the conclusion of the main text).

A18. As surveyed in Magrath et al. 2020, there are multiple cases in which birds appear to interpret a designated acoustic feature, and thus general measures of similarity among calls might not be optimally relevant. Rather, one might want to determine whether a certain designated acoustic feature is shared.

A19. On this analysis, one would definitely expect that Great tits fail to react to Great tit inverse sequences, i.e. to recruitment–alarm. But it's unclear which theory would not predict this in view of the Great tits' reaction to Chickadee sequences.

A20. As explained by Dutour et al. 2020, there are two facts to be explained: "Great tits perceived the differences between FME-D and D-FME chickadee calls as indicated by the reduction in their scanning behavior, but, in contrast, they approached the loudspeaker similarly in response to both treatments." Since D is a recruitment call, approach behavior might be expected. But Dutour et al. note that, in addition, approach might depend on the season, with more approach in the breeding season.

A21. The average time interval between two booms is about 7 seconds, and other call types generally follow booms within 25 seconds (Zuberbühler, 2002). Vocal sequences, especially when signaling a predator, can count up to 40 calls (Ouattara et al., 2009).

A22. Needless to say, it is not enough to observe that, say, researchers have 'traditionally' thought that recruitment calls have an imperative semantics, along the lines of 'Come here!'. The problem is that in
simple cases this imperative meaning makes essentially the same predictions as a declarative meaning such as 'Help is needed here'. Real criteria and predictions are thus needed.

A23. Some calls may not contain identity cues, or some species may not be able to identify callers based on their voice alone. In this case, an alternative approach would be to broadcast the distinct parts of the “composed” stimuli from two distinct locations, equidistant from the caller (to control for intensity, degradation due to propagation etc) but far enough from each other to ensure that a single individual could not travel from one to the other in the short time laps between the two sounds broadcast.

A24. Some caution is needed because in some non-standard cases one can take a speaker to continue another speaker's utterance. For instance, little Ann and her mother could have the following dialogue: Ann: *You will buy me an ice-cream!* Mother: … if you do your homework!